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Round	  3	  of	  Intermediate	  and	  Senior 
 
On Thursday we had Round 3 of the Intermediate and Senior Competitions judged 
by Hugh Wilkinson from Catchlight Camera Club in Belfast. Ross McKelvey 
accompanied Hugh on the night and we'd like to thank both of them for travelling to 
be with us on Thursday.    
 
This was Hugh's first time judging. Getting up in front of any group of people is 
always nerve wracking but DPS gave him a very warm welcome. There were lots of 
oohs and aahs over the course of the evening but at the end of the night there was a 
stunning set of nine images on the wall that achieved the top score of 20 points.    
 
In the Intermediate Colour, Simon's stunning image of the old wreck, the Irish Trader, 
in Baltray and Clodagh’s image of The Plassey on Inis Oír were awarded 20 points 
whilst in the mono, Conor McEneaney's image of horses on a mountain trail was 
awarded the top score.   
 
In the Senior section, Gabriel 's mono images of a couple in period costume outside 
the famous Clery's plaque on O'Connell Street and a soft landscape were awarded 
20 points together with a close up of a cyclist in the colour section. Arthur's image of 
Baz Black in chain mail and Tony's image of a couple walking in Spain also achieved 
20 points. Marty’s abandoned car in an American desert also scored 20. 
 
At the end of the night, bragging rights (along with a massive cheer) went to Simon 
for his colour image of the wreck on Baltray.  Congratulations and well done to 
Simon and indeed everyone who entered on Thursday. 
 

 
 

Hugh Wilkinson presents Simon Mullen with Image of the Month 


